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PHYSICAL REVIEW A OCTOBER 1998VOLUME 58, NUMBER 4Scaled-energy spectroscopy of heliumzM z51 Rydberg atoms in a static electric field
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Department of Physics and Astronomy, Vrije Universiteit, De Boelelaan 1081, 1081 HV Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Paul A. Dando
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~Received 8 May 1998!
We present scaled-energy spectra on helium Rydberg atoms in a static electric field.uM u51 states were
studied in excitation from the 21S0 metastable state. Spectra were recorded fore522.940(4), e5
22.350(4), both below the saddle point, ande521.760(4), above the saddle point. Closed-orbit theory was
applied to interpret the spectra. A recent extension to closed-orbit theory, incorporating core effects, was used.
This significantly improved agreement between experiment and theory.@S1050-2947~98!02610-9#






































































In this paper we present high-resolution laser spect
copy experiments on helium Rydberg atoms in a static e
tric field. In an electric field the classical Hamiltonian of
hydrogen atom may be transformed in such a way tha
does not depend on energy and applied field independe
but solely on a single parameter: the scaled energe
5E/AF. HereE is the energy with respect to the zero-fie
ionization threshold andF is the applied electric field, both
in atomic units. This scaling property has inspired expe
mentalists to perform experiments under constant semic
sical conditions by varying the electric-field strength and
ergy simultaneously in such a way that the scaled energ
kept constant. In this way the classical dynamics of the a
does not change during a laser scan and semiclassical clo
orbit theory can be applied to interpret the spectra. T
theory, developed by Delos and co-workers@1–3#, connects
the oscillations in the absorption spectra of a hydrogen a
in an external field to classical electron orbits that are clo
at the nucleus. Such a semiclassical description of a quan
system is attractive since, in contrast to a full quantum c
culation, it can provide greater insight into the dynamics.
To date, most theoretical and experimental work
scaled-energy spectroscopy has been performed on atom
magnetic fields since, in this case, a transition from regu
to chaotic classical dynamics can be studied when increa
the scaled energy. The hydrogen atom in an electric field
the other hand, is an integrable system and hence no
transition to chaos exists. However, for nonhydrogenic
oms, the presence of a core induces additional scattering
sibilities that may be interpreted as chaotic behavior, in b
the electric- and magnetic-field cases. Therefore, these c
induced effects may be equally well studied in an elec
field. Additionally, the Coulomb plus electric-field potenti
contains a saddle point. When the energy is higher than
saddle point energy~corresponding toe.22) a classical
electron can escape into the continuum. A study at ener
around the saddle point energy in the electric-field case
fers additional attractive features.
A scaled-energy experiment in an electric field was p






























tra were recorded in pulsed-laser excitation and compa
with hydrogenic closed-orbit calculations. In these calcu
tions so-called action spectra were generated and comp
with Fourier transforms of the experimental spectra. Due
their limited energy resolution, the experiments were
stricted to small-scaled actions (S̃,10). Courtneyet al. @5#
recorded scaled-energy spectra for lithium (M50) at vari-
ous scaled energies below and above the saddle point u
two-step cw laser excitation. Orbits born from bifurcatio
from the parallel orbit and its repetitions were studied a
function of the scaled energy. These spectra were also in
preted using closed-orbit theory. Large deviations in the
tensities of the peaks of Fourier transformed experime
pectra from hydrogenic closed-orbit calculations we
found, in particular for higher action values. Some of the
could be attributed to core effects. Kuiket al. @6# performed
scaled-energy experiments on barium Rydberg atoms in
electric field. Their spectra were also interpreted using
drogenic closed-orbit theory. Effects of the nonhydroge
character of barium were observed as deviations~mainly in
the intensities of the peaks! from hydrogenic closed-orbi
calculations.
In early versions of closed-orbit theory core scatteri
was ignored. Gao and Delos@3# considered core scatterin
a d demonstrated that an incoming Coulomb wave at
core is not only scattered backward into its own orbit but
also scattered into all other orbits. However, the effects w
expected to be small for the system they were studying
were neglected. Over the past few years both theoretical
experimental evidence have been collected, showing tha
fects of the core in nonhydrogenic atoms cannot be negle
in general@5,7,9,10#. In the Fourier transforms of experimen
tal spectra and of quantum calculations, additional peaks
a reduction of intensities of the hydrogenic modulations a
their harmonics were found. To describe the effects o
nonhydrogenic core in semiclassical calculations two
proaches have been used. Dandoet al. @11,12# investigated
the scattering of an incoming Coulomb wave at the core
detail and demonstrated that incorporating the core-scatt
waves consistently in closed-orbit theory results in the
pearance of sum orbits, whose scaled action is the sum o












































































3044 PRA 58KIPS, VASSEN, HOGERVORST, AND DANDOtion’’ orbits were first identified in magnetic-field exper
ments@7#. Also the probability for repeated traversals of h
drogenic orbits is reduced as part of the amplitude of
incoming wave may be scattered into other orbits, a proc
termed ‘‘core shadowing.’’ An alternative approach em
ployed by Hüpperet al. @13,14# accounted for the core in th
classical trajectory calculations via a model potential c
structed to give the correct quantum defects. Both
proaches were successful in comparing modified semicla
cal calculations and quantum calculations for highly exci
atoms in a magnetic field. The essential difference betw
the two approaches is that Dandoet al. describe core-
scattering quantum mechanically, while Hu¨pper et al. use a
classical treatment. In this paper we apply the description
Dandoet al., who achieved excellent agreement between c
culated quantum spectra for lithium in an electric field ae
523.00 and their modified closed-orbit theory calculatio
Here we presentuM u51 spectra for singlet helium ate
522.940(4), e522.350(4), both below the saddle point
and e521.760(4), which is above the saddle point. W
compare our experimental data with hydrogenic closed-o
theory and show how the results improve on including c
effects in the way described by Dandoet al. @11,12#. Since
orbits along the electric field direction are not present
uM u51 spectra, corrections for diverging amplitudes@15#
close to bifurcations are not necessary. We also estim
whether the possibility of escape over the saddle point a
core scattering affects the spectra significantly. Since hel
has a small core its core effects are expected to be small
they are incorporated in our calculations. We chose to st
helium following experiments on barium performed in o
group by Kuik et al. @6#. In contrast to barium, helium is
theoretically better accessible. For helium, quantum spe
can be calculated with high accuracy and due to its sm
quantum defects the experimental spectra are expecte
deviate only slightly from hydrogenic closed-orbit theo
calculations. The experiments on helium presented here
more pure than those previously performed on barium. Si
helium has aJ50, M50 metastable state eitherM50 or
uM u51 states can be excited, depending on the polariza
of the laser with respect to the electric-field direction.
allow single-step excitation to the zero-field ionization lim
as done by Kuiket al., barium atoms were also excited fro
a metastable state. Barium metastable states haveJÞ0 and
therefore the spectra contained contributions from severaM
values simultaneously. We chose to study singlet helium
the scaled-energy values mentioned above to allow for fu
comparison with previously recorded barium spectra at
same scaled energies.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we brie
review the theoretical ideas underlying scaled-energy sp
troscopy, closed-orbit theory, the modifications suggested
Dandoet al. to incorporate the effects of a core in nonhydr
genic atoms, and the properties of helium specific to t
experiment. In Sec. III the experimental setup and the c
bration procedure are discussed. In Sec. IV an interpreta
of the experiments using closed-orbit theory is given. T
paper ends with some conclusions in Sec. V.
II. THEORY
A. Scaled-energy spectroscopy
In our experiment we use the technique of scaled-ene




































applied electric field are varied simultaneously. This expe
mental technique is based on a scaling property of








Here r25x21y2, F is the applied electric field in atomic






21/4pz , t̃ 5F
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When considering the classical dynamics of the system
scaled coordinates we find that forLz50 there is no longer a
separate dependence on the electric field and energy.
classical dynamics is completely determined by a single
rameter, the scaled energy
e5E/AF. ~4!
The scaling property of the electric field Hamiltonian allow
for absorption experiments under constant semiclassical
ditions provided the scaled energy is kept constant.
In our experimentl z51. For l z51 the scaling property of
the Hamiltonian is only approximate sinceLz still depends
on the applied electric field. However, in our experimen
F1/4.1/150, which implies that the centrifugal term in th
scaled Hamiltonian is two orders of magnitude smaller th
the other terms, makingl z50 a good approximation.
B. Closed-orbit theory
Our experimental data were interpreted using the se
classical closed-orbit theory developed by Delos and
workers@1–3#. This theory has been described in great de
in several papers; here we will only give a brief summary
this theory as well as the basic equations. The near-thres
absorption spectrum of an atom in an external field cons
of a series of~deformed! sinusoidal oscillations superim
posed on a slowly varying background. Closed-orbit the
connects each oscillation to a classical electron orbit tha
closed at the nucleus. Two different regions in space
distinguished: the region near the core (r ,r b , r b;50a0),
where a quantum description is required, and the region
away from the core (r .r b), where a semiclassical descrip
tion is feasible.
In closed-orbit theory the absorption of a photon by
atom in an external field excites an electron that leaves
core region in an~almost! zero-energy outgoing Coulom
wave at an initial launching angleu initial to the field direction.
For r .r b , this wave propagates semiclassically; the elect








































































PRA 58 3045SCALED-ENERGY SPECTROSCOPY OF HELIUMuM u51 . . .Hamilton’s equations of motion. Eventually, the trajecto
will curve back in the combined Coulomb–electric-field p
tential. The electron may then return to the core, its traj
tory making an angleufinal with the field direction. Here
again a quantum description is needed and a scattering w
function can be constructed. An electron orbit that clo
exactly at the core results in an oscillation in the absorpt
spectrum as a consequence of interference between th
turning wave scattering at the core and the original outgo
wave. In an absorption experiment the average oscilla
strength distributionf is measured, which consists of
slowly varying backgroundf 0 together with an oscillatory
part f 1 involving a sum of contributions over all closed orbi
j of the system:
f 15@22~E2Ei !/p#Im (
j
Nj^DC i uC return&. ~5!
HereE2Ei is the energy of the electron with respect to t
zero-field ionization limit of the atomEi , C i is the wave
function of the initial state from which the laser excitatio
occurs,D is the component of the dipole operator releva
for the polarization of the exciting laser, andC return is the
wave function of the returning wave scattered at the core
The coefficientsNj are calculated by matching the sem
classical wave returning to the core with the incoming par
the scattered wave functionC inc(r b ,ufinal
j ) at the boundary
r 5r b . The resulting matching equation, with the semicla
sical approximation on the left-hand side, is
F initial~r b ,u initial
j !Aje
i ~Sj 1f j !5NjC inc~r b ,ufinal
j !, ~6!
whereSj is the classical action of the electron built up alo
its trajectory back to the core,f j is an additional phase term
Aj is an amplitude related to the stability of the orbit, a
F initial(r b ,u initial
j ) is the initial outgoing wave function atr
5r b needed to construct the semiclassical wave function
In the case of hydrogen, the initial outgoing Coulom
wave at the boundary between the semiclassical and q
tum region is used as a starting condition for constructing
semiclassical wave:
F initial~r b ,u initial
j !5Fout~r b ,u initial
j !. ~7!
The calculatedNj is then proportional toAje
iSj . The j th
closed orbit thus leads to an oscillation with frequencySj
and amplitudeAj in the absorption spectrum. Coulomb sca
tering is focused strongly backward and may result in
peated traversals of the orbit. These are connected to
monics in the oscillator strength distribution.
For a nonhydrogenic atom, the initial outgoing wa
needs correction. In this case, the scattered quantum w
function consists not only of an incoming part returning
the core and a Coulomb part scattered back in the direc
of the incoming trajectory but also of an additional outgoin
core-scattered wave
C return~r ,u!5C inc~r ,u!1CCoulomb~r ,u!1Ccore~r ,u!.
~8!
The effect of the core-scattered waves is to redistribute



















that after traveling along any closed orbit the electron is sc
tered by the core into another closed orbit is accounted
To incorporate the effect of the core-scattered waves
the closed-orbit sum, the extra outgoing waves have to
added to the starting condition for constructing the semic
sical wave function@11#
F initial~r b ,u initial




k ~r b ,u initial
j !.
~9!
On substituting this expression forF initial into Eq. ~6! and
introducing scaled coordinates, we arrive at the express
for Nj given in Ref.@12#:












The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~10! accounts for
the oscillation due to the hydrogenic orbitj . The second
term accounts for all sum orbits for which the electron
finally core scattered from an orbitk into the orbit j . The
harmonics ofj and k are labeled byn and p, respectively.
The indexn j is 2 for orbits withu initial
j 50° or 180° and 1 for
all other orbits. The value of the effective Planck consta
\eff can be deduced easily from the commutation relat
between position and momentum operators in scaled coo
nates. As\eff decreases the system becomes more class
and core effects become less pronounced.
The resulting matching equation~10! now hasN values
on both sides and is most conveniently solved by an itera
procedure. We begin by settingNk on the right-hand side o
Eq. ~10! to zero and obtain a first approximation toNj ; this
is equivalent to the hydrogenic closed-orbit result. In ea
successive step extra terms of the formAk¯Aje
i (Sk1¯1Sj )
are added to the previous result. These terms lead to an e
class of orbits in the nonhydrogenic system: sum orb
They are combinations of two or more hydrogenic orbits a
have a classical action that is the sum of the classical act
of the hydrogenic orbits involved. In successive steps of
iterative process combinations of more and more orbits
included. From Eq.~10! we see that each successive term
the iterative process scales as\eff
nj/2 (\eff5F
1/4) and so the
iterative procedure converges rapidly for sufficiently sm
\eff
nj/2 provided we are away from bifurcations where t
semiclassical amplitude is infinite. In addition, a change
the contribution to the harmonics of hydrogenic orbits, whi
arise due to the Coulomb scattering, can also be expecte
a result of core scattering.
One of the experimental recurrence spectra we presen
this paper is at a scaled energy above the saddle p
Above the saddle point launching angles for the elect
exist for which it will escape into the continuum. These ele
trons do not return to the core and therefore do not affect
recurrence spectrum. There is also a finite possibility tha
electron, after traveling once along a closed trajectory, c
upon returning to the core region, be scattered such th
can escape over the saddle point. This will occur when
initial angle with the applied electric field direction is larg












































































3046 PRA 58KIPS, VASSEN, HOGERVORST, AND DANDOthe electron upon return is core scattered over the sa
point into the continuum is significant, the contributions
its harmonics and of sum orbits involving this orbit will b
affected. However, here we present spectra ofuM u51 states.
In these spectra we only see effects of the quantum defec
series with orbital angular momental>1, which are small
for helium singlets. Furthermore, the dominant term in
core-scattered part of the returning wave function is prop
tional to Y1,61(u) and is small for largeu. Therefore, we
expect that this escape process will not affect our spe
significantly and, for this reason, it is not included in o
calculations.
Closed orbits were found by varying the initial launc
angle of the electron with the electric-field direction betwe
0° and 180° in steps of 0.001°. After launching the elect
from the core, its motion is calculated by integrating Ham
ton’s equations of motion. The integration is performed
parabolic coordinates to circumvent the Coulomb singula
at the core:
u5A~ r̃ 1 z̃!, v5A~ r̃ 2 z̃!. ~11!
It is convenient to use thel z50 potential in the classica
region. The scaledl z51 potential-energy surface differ
from the scaledl z50 surface only close to thez axis. An
orbit with l z51 cannot cross the centrifugal barrier at thez
axis, but is reflected at this barrier instead. The scaled act
of the l z51 orbits are expected to differ only slightly from
their l z50 counterparts since most of the time the elect
travels far away from this centrifugal barrier. This is esp
cially true for the strongest features in thel z51 spectra,
which originate from orbits that leave the core region alm
perpendicularly to thez axis, that is, along ther axis. The
phase change associated with a crossing of thez axis is the
same as for reflection at the centrifugal barrier. We rec
struct spectra in theF21/4 range relevant for the experimen
by superimposing the oscillations with their amplitudes,
tions, and additional phases, which result from the clo
orbits. We then use a Fourier transform routine to obt
recurrence spectra that can be compared with Fourier tr
forms of our experimental spectra. A sine window was us
to reduce the spurious oscillations due to cutoff effects
served when a rectangular window is used.
C. Helium
Rydberg states of the two-electron helium atom can
described by the relatively simple atomic physics of a o
electron system. Its singlet and triplet states belong to
strictly separated systems. The experiments presented in
paper were performed on the singlet system. Since we s
ied uM u51 states, only quantum defects of states withl>1
have to be considered. The helium core is incorporated in
theory using the following values for the singlet quantu
defects: m( l 51)520.011 95, m( l 52)50.002 111, m( l
53)50.000 438, m( l 54)50.000 125, m( l 55)
50.000 048,m( l 56)50.000 017, andm( l .6)50.0. For
our experimentsY(u), which determines the angular distr
bution of the initially outgoing wave and is connected to t





























In Fig. 1 a schematic diagram of the experimental setu
shown. Excitation starts from the 1s2s 1S0 metastable state
An atomic beam is formed by expanding helium gas out o
quartz tube through a boron nitride nozzle. The expand
gas is collimated by a skimmer and a horizontal and vert
slit pair. The 1s2s 1S0 metastable state is populated in
discharge running between a stainless steel needle insid
quartz tube at a negative high voltage and the groun
skimmer. In the interaction region the atomic beam is p
pendicularly intersected by the UV output (;8 mW, 312
nm! of an intracavity frequency doubled rhodamine-B c
ring dye laser~Spectra Physics 380D! containing a 2-mm-
thick Brewster cut LiIO3 crystal. The dye laser is pumped b
an Ar1 laser ~Spectra Physics 2045!. 1snp 1P1 Rydberg
states are excited from this metastable state in a single s
The interaction region is located inside a small stainl
steel box. Further downstream excited Rydberg atoms
field ionized underneath a channeltron electron multipli
which counts the detached electrons. Signals of this elec
multiplier are stored on a Sun Sparc computer, which a
controls the experiment. The interaction region is built up
a series of metal rings isolated from each other by cera
spacers. To apply the electric field a voltage difference is
over the outermost rings~ eparation;2.25 cm). The voltage
is evenly distributed over the rings by a chain of resisto
This eliminates boundary effects and results in a more
mogeneous field. In this way a field is applied along t
atomic beam direction. The field direction is chosen su
that electrons detached from Rydberg atoms that do not
vive the interaction region are pushed out towards the e
tron multiplier.
It is essential for the experiment that the scaled energ
kept constant during a laser scan of about 40 GHz in the U
Since the scaled energy depends on laser frequency an
plied electric field, the frequency must be known accurat
to allow the correct adjustment of the electric field. Th
requires on-line frequency calibration. Therefore, each la
scan starts by recording a zero-field transition for which
energy is accurately known before switching on the fie
The simultaneously recorded transmission of the red ou
of the dye laser through a 150-MHz length-stabilized con
cal étalon is used for further calibration with respect to t
FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the experimental setup. E.M.

































































PRA 58 3047SCALED-ENERGY SPECTROSCOPY OF HELIUMuM u51 . . .zero-field transition and for adjustment of the applied elec
field.
The field is accurately calibrated with then540 electric-
field angular momentum manifolds. The error in the elec
field is the major error source for the scaled energy. From
error in the calibration, from the field inhomogeneity d
duced from recordedn560 manifolds, and from the remain
ing stray electric field, an uncertainty in the scaled ene
value of 0.004 results.
The laser is polarized perpendicular to the field direct
so as to induceDM561 transitions.DM50 transitions are
at least a factor of 200 weaker.
The setup is tested by comparing an experimental sp
trum ate523 with a calculated quantum spectrum@8#. The
results are in good agreement to within the error marg
The calculation showing the best agreement with experim
pinpoints the scaled energy value to within a remaining
certainty of 0.001. From this the scaled energy within a la
scan is estimated to be constant within 0.001.
We performed experiments ate522.940(4), e5
22.350(4), both below the saddle point, ande5
21.760(4), which is above the saddle point. We scanned
energy region in between then555 andn580 zero-field
levels. The lower-n value relates to the highest electric-fie
strength of 20 V/cm in the present experiment. Forn.80
small remaining stray electric fields and field inhomoge
ities start to become problematic and thereforen580 was an
upper limit. The investigated energy range was sufficien
large for a good resolution in the Fourier transformed sp
tra. We recorded up to 12 overlapping scans, which w
then combined and Fourier transformed with respect
F21/4.
IV. INTERPRETATION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
A. Experimental results
We recorded scaled energy spectra for singlet helium
e522.940(4) (133,F21/4,151), e522.350(4) (128
,F21/4,157), ande521.760(4) (131,F21/4,156). In
Fig. 2 a recording of the experimental spectrum ate5
22.940(4) is shown. At this scaled energy it appears that
spectrum consists of overlappinguM u51 Stark manifolds of


















adjacentn values. The strongest and narrowest features
the spectrum have a full width at half maximum of about
MHz. These are the central components of the angular
mentum manifolds that are least sensitive to variations in
applied electric field. The broadest peaks have a full width
half maximum of around 40 MHz. These correspond
peaks that lie at the edge of the manifolds, which are m
sensitive to electric fields and are broadened by small
maining stray electric fields and field inhomogeneities. T
background in the spectrum results mainly from collisio
between helium metastable atoms and background molec
(H2O, N2, and O2, pressure in the vacuum chamb
;1027 mbar). A metastable helium atom can ionize a co
sion partner because of its high internal energy (;20 eV).
The resulting electrons can reach the electron multiplier
are counted. Their number was minimized by shielding
detection region. A residual background of approximat
8000 counts per second remained. In the experiments
averaged over every laser setting for 0.5 s. A typical co
rate on one of the strong and narrow features is 30
counts per second.
To interpret the data in the framework of closed-or
theory the spectra were Fourier transformed with respec
F21/4. For this procedure about ten laser scans were c
bined to obtain sufficient resolution in the Fourier spectra.
Figs. 3~d!, 5~c!, and 6~c! the Fourier transformed experimen
tal spectra for e522.940(4), e522.350(4), and
e521.760(4), respectively, are plotted. The widths of typ
cal peaks in the e522.940(4), e522.350(4), and
e521.760(4) action spectra in units of scaled action a
0.07, 0.04, and 0.05, respectively. The noise at low sca
action in each recurrence spectrum is an artifact and res
from the slightly varying backgrounds in the scans that w
combined to form the frequency spectrum. The spectra
play a group structure with the individual groups bei
clearly visible, especially ate522.940(4). At higher scaled
energies the individual groups start to overlap at low act
values.
B. Comparison with closed-orbit theory
In Fig. 3~a! a closed-orbit calculation for hydrogen ate
522.940 is shown. The calculated spectrum consists
groups of peaks. All orbits were created in bifurcations fro
the uphill orbit or one of its repeated traversals@along the
positivez axis (u axis!# as the scaled energy decreases. I
mediately following the bifurcation, the initial angle of th
newly created orbit is almost zero~the initial angle of the
uphill orbit!. As the scaled energy is decreased further,
initial angle of the new orbit increases until it is equal
180° ~the initial angle of the downhill orbit!, at which point
it is absorbed and destroyed by the downhill orbit or one
its repeated traversals@along the negativez axis (v axis!# in
an inverse bifurcation. Closed orbits can be distinguished
a rational numberm/n. An m/n orbit is born at a bifurcation
of the nth repeated traversal of the uphill orbit and will b
destroyed by themth repeated traversal of the downhill orbi
An electron traveling along such an orbit will cross theu
axis m times and thev axis n times before it exactly close
at the core. The first group in the recurrence spectrum co
sponds to orbits withn5m11, the next withn5m12, and
t
-




e522.940. ~a! Calculation for
hydrogen.~b! Calculation for he-
lium including only sum orbits
consisting of two hydrogenic or-
bits. ~c! Calculation for helium
including sum orbits up to com-
binations of three hydrogenic or





































omso on. The increase of the initial launching angle as
scaled energy decreases is shown for the 9/10 orbit in
paper by Courtneyet al. @5#. In Fig. 4 the orbits correspond
ing to the first five peaks in the action spectrum, indicated
A–E in Fig. 3~a!, are shown both in (u,v) and in the more
familiar (r,z) coordinates. From their initial angle, it is clea
that the 13/14 orbit on the right-hand side of the first gro
was just created, while the 9/10 orbit on the left-hand s
will soon be destroyed. Since we investigated theuM u51
case, orbits starting perpendicularly to the field direction g
the strongest features in the action spectrum. At and clos
the ~inverse! bifurcation energy, orbits do not have intensi
since their initial angle is almost~anti!parallel to the electric-
field direction. Therefore, the uniform approximation deriv
by Gao and Delos for an atom in an electric field@15# is not
required inuM u51 spectra.
The calculated spectrum in Fig. 3~a! has to be compared
with the experimental spectrum in Fig. 3~d!. The agreemen
is already quite good, as might be expected since the q
tum defects forl>1 series in singlet helium are small. De
viations in the positions of the peaks may result from
uncertainty in the scaled energy. This can explain deviati
in action of around60.004 for peaks in the first group and o
around60.008 for those in the second group. Furthermo












that we usedl z50 for the calculation in the classical region
However, the maximum deviation in peak position up toS̃
540 is only 0.009, which is smaller than their linewidths
the recurrence spectra. Hydrogenic closed-orbit theory t
explains all peak positions. Differences mainly appear in
intensities of the peaks. In Figs. 3~b! and 3~c! the results of a
closed-orbit calculation for helium are shown. Only thel
51 quantum defect was taken into account to save comp
time ~using higher-l quantum defects did not significantl
influence the calculation!. In Fig. 3~b! only core-scattered
terms resulting from combinations of two hydrogenic orb
were included; in Fig. 3~c! combinations of three hydrogeni
orbits were included as well. Including the combinations
three hydrogenic orbits did not change the result significan
up to action 40@compare Figs. 3~b! and 3~c!#. The inclusion
of core effects, however, did improve the agreement betw
the experimental spectrum and closed-orbit theory consi
ably @compare Fig. 3~d! with Figs. 3~a! and 3~c!#.
Adding core scattering mainly changes the intensity
peaks that are already present in the hydrogenic spect
This results from the fact that the spectrum consists
groups with almost equidistant peaks. Combinations of or
from the first group therefore coincide with orbits from th
















































PRA 58 3049SCALED-ENERGY SPECTROSCOPY OF HELIUMuM u51 . . .the first group with one from the second group coincid
with orbits from the third group and so on. Because of t
structure of the spectrum, core effects are visible only in
intensities, in contrast to the magnetic-field case where e
peaks occur@7#. As an example consider the fifth peak in th
second group, which is indicated by anF in Fig. 3~c!. It is
the first harmonic of peakC in the hydrogenic case. Addin
core scattering, combinations of peakB and peakD and of
peakA and peakE and a combination that is twice peakC
contribute to its intensity change~an increase or a decreas
depending on the relative phases of the contributions!. Simi-
lar reasoning results in increased intensities for the peakG
and H in Fig. 3~c!. Small deviations with theory in the in
tensities of peaksB andD can be understood within the erro
margin of the scaled energy. The agreement up to sc
FIG. 5. Experimental Fourier transformed spectrum
e522.350(4) compared with closed-orbit calculations f
e522.347. ~a! Calculation for hydrogen.~b! Calculation for he-
lium including only sum orbits consisting of two hydrogenic orbi
~c! Fourier transformed experimental spectrum.
FIG. 6. Experimental Fourier transformed spectrum compa
with closed-orbit calculations fore521.760. ~a! Calculation for
hydrogen.~b! Calculation for helium including only sum orbits con






actions of around 30 now is very good. Closed-orbit theo
in which core scattering is included predicts the corr
peaks to gain intensity. This increase is slightly smaller th
that observed experimentally. To our knowledge, this is
best agreement~up to the highest action! achieved so far
between an experimental spectrum below the saddle p
and a closed-orbit calculation.
In Fig. 5~a! a hydrogenic closed-orbit calculation a
e522.347 is shown. This scaled energy value is cho
since it shows the best agreement with the experime
spectrum recorded ate52.350(4). Again deviations be-
tween the calculation and the experimental spectrum in F
5~c! occur mainly in the intensities of the peaks. Deviatio
in positions are comparable with those in thee522.940
case. In Fig. 5~b! the result of a calculation for helium, in
cluding core-scattered terms resulting from combinations
two hydrogenic orbits, is shown. We find good agreemen
this case for actions up to approximately 20. A clear exam
of the improvement achieved by including core effects
seen in the gain of intensity in the peak at action 6.937~in-
dicated with an asterisk!.
In Fig. 6 the spectrum ate521.760(4) is compared with
closed-orbit theory. In Fig. 6~a! the calculation for hydrogen
is shown. Up to action 6 the agreement between this ca
lation and the experimental spectrum in Fig. 6~c! is reason-
ably good. Calculations for helium are shown in Fig. 6~b!.
The hydrogenic and helium closed-orbit calculations do
differ much, so there is little improvement gained by inclu
ing the core in this case. Since the agreement between th
and experiment diminishes for higher scaled energy, ca
lations at values arounde521.760 were performed to stud
the sensitivity of the spectrum for small changes in the va
of e ~allowed by the experimental accuracy!. The results of
this procedure are shown in Fig. 7. For lower scaled act
(S̃,5.0), where the experiment agrees reasonably with
closed-orbit calculation, the calculation is insensitive to t
value of the scaled energy. At higher actions the sensitiv
increases rapidly and many peaks show a strong depend
on the precise value of the scaled energy. However, a be
value fore that explains all deviations simultaneously with
t
d



























3050 PRA 58KIPS, VASSEN, HOGERVORST, AND DANDOthe estimated stability range of 0.001 for the scaled ene
was not found. The reason for these residual deviations
mains unclear.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We performed scaled-energy experiments on heliumM
561 Rydberg atoms~singlet series! in an electric field.
These experiments have high frequency resolution, wh
allows for investigation of the high action part of the recu
rence spectra. The long energy range over which the spe
were recorded also resulted in the good resolution in
recurrence spectra. We interpreted our data using clo
orbit theory. Agreement between theory and experimen
almost perfect at the lower scaled-energy values we inve
gated when effects of core scattering are included. Towa
higher scaled energies the agreement becomes less g
Here the recurrence spectra are more sensitive to the pr
value of the scaled energy. The deviations between exp

















solely to the sensitivity on the exact value of the scaled
ergy. The lesser agreement for higher scaled energy sugg
that tunneling through and/or scattering over the saddle
the potential might be important. These effects were not
corporated in our implementation of closed-orbit theory.
We plan to present experiments onM50 Rydberg states
in a subsequent paper. In these spectra the parallel and
parallel~to the applied field direction! orbits are present and
the behavior around bifurcations can be studied. Furth
more, M50 spectra are expected to display stronger c
effects since the large1S quantum defect has to be consi
ered.
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